Gibsons Harbour:
Upgraded Facility, Upgraded Economy
In 2011, a report from the Town of Gibsons

“The new float also allowed the maintenance and

about the harbour summarized the issues very succinctly:

service industry to get easier, more efficient access to

“Demand for berths far exceeds the harbour’s capacity.”

commercial vessels,” Wright explained. “They can now
drive their vehicles right up beside the boats on which

Recognizing the importance of upgrading and extending

they’re working.”

facilities, the Gibsons Landing Harbour Authority secured

project profile

gibsons harbour

$330,000 in funding from ICET’s Economic Infrastructure

Town of Gibsons CAO Emanuel Machado explains that

Program. The $1.3M project would see new and improved

the harbour is the Town’s third economic area. It plays

dock space for loading and unloading commercial vessels,

a strategic role for the movement of goods and people.

enhanced access for barging services, and better facilities

Beyond being the welcoming point for the Town, it is an

for recreational vessel moorage and maintenance.

important business hub.

The upgrades added a drive-on concrete float, vehicle

“For years we have been watching marine traffic increase,

access ramp, anchoring system, electrical and water

and just pass us by,” explains Machado. “Now this new

systems to the existing dock facilities.

harbour infrastructure gives us the platform we need to

this new harbour infrastructure gives us

actively pursue marine investment opportunities such
as marine repair businesses, tugboats, water taxis or

the platform we need to actively pursue

anything else related to marine industries.”

marine investment opportunities

Barge services — which are crucial to communities like

“The commercial prawn fishing season is May and June,
and in those two months in 2013 more than 90,000 kg
of fresh and frozen product crossed the new float,”
said Joe Wright, Project Manager with the GLHA. “All
of the fishermen reported great improvements in
productivity thanks to the new infrastructure in the
harbour. Quicker access means more money in the
pockets of those small businesses.”
When prawn season ends, salmon, tuna, halibut and cod
fishers use the new float to load gear, and gillnetters
use the space to lay out nets for inspection and repair.
Maintenance of the fishing fleet improved with direct
access to vessels, especially benefitting service vehicles,
diesel and marine maintenance personnel, refrigeration
services, and other essential support activities.

Gambier, Keats, and Paisley Islands — were formerly
restricted to 3m tides or higher. With the new float now
in place, barges have 24-hour access to the GLHA docks
independent of tidal conditions, and there has been steady
and growing use of the facility for loading and unloading.
There is also improved and increased docking space for
recreational boaters to stop over and enjoy the area. The
improvements mean that more and larger vessels are
able to moor, which in turn translates into additional
economic activity in the town itself.
“Reserved moorage for larger pleasure craft is very difficult
to find on the Sunshine Coast, and because we now have it,
we’re able to support additional tourist activity, promoting
our town and region,” concludes Wright.

This new capacity creates a wide range of new business
opportunities for marine services that previously could
not have been developed.
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